28th FORUM
CROATIAN ENERGY DAY

HOW DO WE SEE ENERGY TRANSITION
TILL YEAR 2050

Zagreb, 15th of November 2019

The Forum will be held on Friday, 15th of 2019
MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORAY ART ZAGREB
Avenija Dubrovnik 17, 10 000 Zagreb
08.00 - 09.00 Registration
09.00 - 09.10 Forum opening – Wellcome speech (Goran
Granić, Ph.D. - President HED)

09.10 - 09.30 Short Concert
09.30 - 11.15
11.15 - 11.30
11.30 - 13.15
13.15 - 14.15
14.15 - 16.00
16.00 - 16.15
16.15 - 18.00

Panel 1 - Discussion
Coffee break
Panel 2 - Discussion
Luncheon
Panel 3 - Discussion
Coffee break
Panel 4 - Discussion

18.00

Forum Closing

19.30 - 20.00 Cocktail
20.00 Theatre Performance
Registration Fee is 150 Eur to be forwarded to HED - Zagreb transfer account No.
703000 - 288056, IBAN - HR62 2340 0091 1000 4875 9,
SWIFT – PBZGHR2X, Privredna banka - Zagreb, Rackoga 6,
with a note - "For Forum".
Registration Fee includes all program activities.

For all other information: +385 1 60 40 609
E-mail: hed@eihp.hr, itomic@eihp.hr

SPONSORED BY:

28th FORUM
CROATIAN ENERGY DAY

ONLINE APPLICATION FORM
Over the past few years, thanks to the engagement of international institutions, newly made
Agreements, EU Energy and Climate Policies, energy policy goals till 2050 have become clearer
and responsibility for their achievement is continually increasing. It is expected that all law acts
necessary for the implementation of the Energy Policy Clean Energy for all Europeans will be
adopted by the end of 2019. One of the important documents is the integrated Energy and Climate
Plan which all EU member are supposed to adopt till the end of 2019, in the process of interactive
communication and joint learning in integrative planning.
The 28th Forum will cover the topic: How do we see the energy transition till 2050, from different
perspectives of the various participants in those processes; energy companies, energy industry and
energy customers, with the goal of helping in understanding and contributing to the quality of the
Energy Strategy implementation. Energy transition in Croatia will be discussed from different
angles and points of view of various stakeholders, such as:
- Companies from the power, gas, oil and heat sectors,
- Renewable Energy Companies,
- Companies working on renovation and construction of buildings with almost zero
energy consumption,
- Companies dealing with advanced technologies and increasing of energy
efficiency,
- Companies and institutions for the development and technology,
- Banking and financial institutions,
- Energy customers, citizens, various associations and businesses,
- Media.
The success of energy transition in Croatia depends on the involvement of all transition
participants and their ability to recognize and understand processes, timely make business
decisions, develop processes with minimal administration and ensure availability of required
products, devices and technologies. It may be expected that the transition processes will be
accelerating and that companies will join their forces in the development of new technologies,
thereby securing their place and role in the new energy future.
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